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FROM THE EDITORS:
      With students flocking to the quad and flowers blooming all over campus, it is safe to say that spring, and cherry blossom season, 
are here! Check out our back cover calendar for downtown events that will tickle you pink! While lying out in the sun, be sure to read 
“A Passion for People” on page 5 about AU Student and Miss Maryland 2010 Akidah Njuzu Felder in her quest to help people with 
Autism and become the next Miss USA. It’s partisan politics as usual in Washington; brush up on your political knowledge with our 
two page spread on Democrats and Republicans (6–7). Seniors, graduation is right around the corner. If you still haven’t found that 
perfect job, see page 15 for tips in “Get That Job!” We hope you enjoy the rest of your semester and we’ll see you on the quad!

        Happy Reading,

          Liisa Rajala and Emily Hoerner
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The expectations started before I even set foot on campus. 

In fact, the expectations developed long before I decided 

to come to American University. I anticipated thriving 

academically without much effort, immediately having a set 

social group and having a new destination where I could 

sculpt a fresh start. Yet somehow I failed to realize that a 

clean slate also meant a state of anonymousness. It is true 

that, as a freshman, we are each momentarily unknown. This 

fact is both scary and wildly liberating.  
 
     To be candid, freshman year isn’t that simple after all. 
It is a chaotic mélange of mixed emotions and untamed 
confusion. As I was settling into classes with professors who 
had a much higher standard for grading, I was also trying 
to find a core group of friends – and myself. In college, 
and at AU especially, students are encouraged to cultivate 
a strong, personal identity. Like the anonymity which comes 
along with freshman year, the task of rebuilding oneself 
is exhilarating and exceedingly challenging. It is a time of 
tolerance, open-mindedness and personal beliefs. For me, it 
was a time of confronting different perspectives, solidifying 
my own opinions and thinking critically about the person I 
was before coming to AU.   
     At a school like American University, where most 
students are self-directed, self-motivated and ambitious, 
expectations can hit pretty hard. I felt the need to map 
out my four years here within the first few months of 
being on campus: majors, minors, federal work study 
positions, internships and semesters abroad. Maybe this 
need to control the future is only my over-analytical, 
hyper-rational self, but more than likely others felt a similar 
pressure. (In reality, I’ve only figured out about a semester 

ahead.) “Give yourself time to transition,” my mother 
would always tell me. Although this motherly care was 
intended as a form of comfort, it only led me to a period 
of impatience. Am I transitioned yet? There certainly had 
to be a standard for the level of transition, I assured myself, 
and I was just eagerly waiting for that specific moment 
went I felt totally at ease.  
     When I went home during Thanksgiving break, I was 
bombarded with the typical “Do you love it?” questions. 
Of course, I would exaggerate: “Yes, I love it!” as a means 
of preemptively avoiding further interrogation. Recently, 
however, I’ve discovered that there is no level of being 
transitioned; being comfortable on a new campus in a new 
city only comes with time. As usual, my mother was right.  
     When I was able to realize during a single perceptive 
moment that I am, indeed, comfortable here, it was an 
instant of simple contentedness. After ongoing conflict in 
a cramped triple and a semester as an anxious freshman, it 
was all the more rewarding to acknowledge that I actually 
missed AU during winter break. Finding that group of 
friends and settling 
into auxiliary activities 
was worth the 
apprehension of 
the first semester. 
Luckily for me, one 
of my social groups 
and extracurricular 
groups overlapped with On a Sensual Note, the all-male 
a cappella group. My other friends are also some of the 
most interesting, honest people I’ve met. More importantly, 
understanding that being confused and nervous is a natural, 
shared feeling is reassuring. For right now, it’s heartening to 
accept that others share the sentiment. Getting lost is okay. 
What eventually results – that moment of clarity, and of 
balance —is pure bliss. •

// by Taylor Saia

“When I was able to realize during a single 
perceptive moment that I am, indeed, comfortable 
here, it was an instant of simple contentedness.” 
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